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desnoyers’ programmed and error-based approach to painting can 

be understood to  adhere to lewitt’s late 1960s understanding of 

the planned yet intuitively governed nature of a systems-based 

conceptual art. her focus on errors highlights not only their 

arbitrary, capricious and subjective origins, but also their systemic, 

programmatic and conceptual potential. This potential is aligned 

with lewitt’s definition of conceptual art, and yet it is through a 

positive re-articulation of errors that desnoyers is also able to 

undermine one of the key sentences of lewitt’s influential 1969 

‘sentences on conceptual art.’ 

 

sentence number 8 reads as follows: “when words such as painting 

and sculpture are used, they connote a whole tradition and imply a 

consequent acceptance of this tradition, thus placing limitations on 

the artist who would be reluctant to make art that goes beyond the 

limitations.” note the subtle distinction lewitt uses to nuance his 

discussion of limits: “when words such as painting and sculpture are 

used…” (my emphases). in an important sense the question of 

distinctions and limits revolves around words and their use. This 

includes, of course, how one uses words like program and 

automatic. for they circumscribe meaning and, in doing so, they 

delimit what can be included and what cannot be included in a 

word’s use. hence the importance of etymology, the study of a 

word’s evolution over time as defined by the shifting boundaries of 

its everyday use. thus it is in terms of the question of limits and a 

lewittian version of conceptual art that one can appreciate the 

basic singularity of desnoyers’ practice: its capacity to produce a 

painting—the same idea of a painting (one that is based on errors) in a 

potentially endless fashion—by way of a displacement in its 

programmed process of production, such that it exists beyond its 

traditional limits as defined through the history of the use of its 

primary raw material: paint.   

 


